
3 спальная комната вилла в краткосрочную аренду в Mojácar, Almería

Las Tazas

Lovely restored and rustic country house for 7 people set in beautiful picturesque surroundings
overlooking the Micar Valley and with distant sea views.

Parts of the house are more than 100 years old, located in a historic and protected area
close to the middle age pueblo Mojacar which is more than 1000 years old.
The house is located along the old historic road to Mojacar pueblo, and it leads for a
short walk, 5 min, to the old centre on top of Mojacar pueblo.
5 minutes' drive to the beaches.
The plot has distant views of the sea.

Accommodation

The property is set on a fenced plot of over 4000m², has a typical Andalusian inner
courtyard, sunny and shaded terraces and a private swimming pool & sunbathing area.
Accommodation includes spacious lounge with dining area, Separate fully equipped
kitchen and 2 bathrooms.

The plot has a terrace garden with orange and lemon trees, olives and fig trees, a lot of
palm trees and flowers. A quiet hammock under an old grape. In season all this is
available for the clients. Please leave something for the next guest ��
Our gardener comes one day every week to keep the garden beautiful. Pool service as
well.

Sierra Nevada with its highest peaks above 3000 m is a couple of hours drive to the
west. It offers fantastic skiing and alpine conditions in winter.
Sierra Nevada has a branch out against this area called Sierra Cabrera. The house is
located at the foot of the mountain, which invites to wonderful hikes. Varying terrain in
beautiful cultural landscape along small narrow roads and trails, ore something more
demanding in unspoilt nature. Every trip gives beautiful natural experiences up to 800
meters above sea level.

  3 спальни   2 ванные комнаты   4.000m² Размер участка
  Бассейн

1.300€ p / w

 Недвижимость продается Mojacar Estates SL
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